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Abstract

Numerous techniques have been developed for visual-
ising hierarchically structured information. This paper
presents a new framework for the visualisation of hierar-
chies called the Hierarchical Visualisation System (HVS).
HVS is a general framework implemented in Java. It pro-
vides a synchronised, multiple view environment for visual-
ising, exploring and managing large hierarchies.

HVS reads hierarchies either from the file system or
from TreeML files. Eleven hierarchy browsers have so far
been implemented within HVS, including: traditional tree
views, the classic Walker tree layout, information pyramids,
treemaps, a hyperbolic browser, sunburst, and cone trees.

In addition to being a tool to explore and manage hierar-
chies, HVS was also designed to provide a platform for the
empirical evaluation and comparison of different hierarchy
browsers. The Hierarchical Visualisation Testing Environ-
ment (HVTE) is a semi-automated testing environment built
on top of HVS. HVTE is being used for a series of compar-
ative studies of hierarchy browsers.

Keywords: information visualisation, hierarchies, trees,
framework, Java, coordinated views, empirical test environ-
ment.

1. Introduction

Information visualisation seeks to visualise abstract in-
formation structures and spaces to make them more easily
accessible and manageable. Information is often organised
into hierarchies of one kind or another. Various techniques
have been developed to improve access to hierarchically
structured information, from the humble tree view (such as
the Macintosh File Finder or Windows Explorer) to realistic
3d botanical renderings of trees [8].

This paper presents a new framework called the Hier-
archical Visualisation System (HVS). HVS implements a
growing palette of hierarchy browsers and allows them to
be used and evaluated both individually and in combination.

Figure 1. The Hierarchical Visualisation Sys-
tem (HVS) provides multiple, synchronised
views of a hierarchy. Five synchronised vi-
sualisations can be seen here: a classic Win-
dows Explorer style tree view (top left), a hy-
perbolic browser (top middle), an informa-
tion pyramids browser (top right), a Walker
tree browser (bottom left), and a treemap
browser (bottom right). The hierarchy is a
tree of notes and documents concerning var-
ious travel destinations.

2. Hierarchical Visualisation System (HVS)

HVS is a general framework implemented in Java, which
provides a synchronised, multiple view environment for vi-
sualising, exploring and managing large hierarchies. Fig-
ure 1 shows an application of HVS, with five synchronised
views (browsers) of a hierarchy. A more typical application
might use two or three synchronised views.

Any browser can be specified as being Independent. It
then no longer synchronises itself with the other browsers.
Any further navigation or selection is local to that view.
If, at a later point, that browser is switched back to
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Figure 2. HVS Detailed View. The pyramids
browser on the right displays the details
(contents) of the selected directory “estonia”
in the tree view to the left.

Synchronised mode, it then re-synchronises itself with the
rest of the browsers. Any browser can also be specified as
being a Detailed View. If a single node is selected in any
of the synchronised views, any browsers in Detailed View
mode then display only the selected node and its children.
This can be seen in Figure 2.

Selection and multiple selection (click, shift-click, and
control-click) are possible in any view. Drag selec-
tion is also possible. Selections are propagated to all
other synchronised views. Every browser supports the
Show Properties function, which gives a tabular view of all
of the available metadata for all selected objects. Multiple
selection and Show Properties are illustrated in Figure 3.

HVS attempts to collect or extract as much metadata
about objects in the hierarchy as possible. The metadata
are extracted in a background thread and are cached in an
XML format between HVS sessions. The various meta-
data fields are then available to all of the browsers within
HVS. In a file system, each object’s name, size, and last
modification date are available. By looking at the ob-
ject’s extension, HVS attempts to deduce its type. The fol-
lowing metadata attributes are then generated for objects
where possible: Author, Title, Subject, Number of Pages,
Keywords, Comments, Creation Date, Document Modified,
and File Modified. In particular, these fields may be avail-
able for PDF documents. In addition, thumbnail images in
four different sizes are created from both images and from
the first page of PDF documents.

The hierarchy is editable (rename, insert, delete) in prin-
ciple, but it is configurable whether any edits are then saved
to the original hierarchy. HVS also allows a set of external

Figure 3. HVS Selection. Three objects have
been selected in the tree view on the left
and are also selected in the synchronised
pyramids browser to the right. The available
metadata of the selected objects is shown
in the properties table at the bottom of each
view.

applications to be configured to to view documents of cer-
tain types. The external application is then started when the
user activates Open Document (or middle-clicks).

The HVS framework provides centralised sorting,
searching, and filtering functionality to all of its browsers.
The panel to the left of the default HVS application pro-
vides access to this functionality to the user. Figure 4 shows
a search for all objects with the extension “.gif”. Eighteen
such objects have been found, and the user is currently look-
ing at number nine of eighteen. The set of matching ob-
jects is highlighted in blue, except for the currently focused
search object, which is red. This is the image “inf-rostock-
map.gif”, which also happens to be selected (and thus is
yellow).

3. The Architecture of HVS

The multiple view environment in HVS is based on the
model-view-controller (MVC) design pattern [6]. As shown
in Figure 5, the hierarchical data model (HDM) forms the
centre of HVS. Input modules serve to construct the HDM
from any one of a number of sources. In particular, read-
ing from a file system and reading from a TreeML file are
currently supported. Sort and filter functionality is imple-
mented within the HDM.

The controller manages synchronisation of the various
views. Each viewer must send events to the controller
upon certain user actions, and must listen and respond to
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Figure 4. Searching in HVS. The user is look-
ing at object nine (red highlighting) of eigh-
teen objects (blue highlighting) with the ex-
tension “.gif” in their name.

events sent by the controller. The controller synchronises
selection, expansion, and a change of focus (for example,
through scrolling). Each browser is responsible for its own
progressive rendering, gracefully degrading the display dur-
ing navigation to maintain interactive frame rates.

HVS allows user configurations to be saved in an XML
description file for loading at a later date. Hence, a particu-
lar hierarchy, a certain set of visualisations, synchronisation
modes, colour codings, and the like can be preserved and
reloaded in a single step.

4. Hierarchy Visualisations

Eleven different hierarchical visualisation techniques are
currently implemented within HVS:

• Classical Tree View: The simplest visualisation within
HVS is a classical tree view based on the Java JTree
class. Directories and subdirectories can be expanded
and collapsed and the entire view can be scrolled. See
Figures 1 and 4.

• Tree View+: The Tree View+ is an extension of the
standard tree view, with small circular icons indicating
the relative size of each item. See Figure 7.

• Walker Tree Browser: The Walker tree browser is an
implementation of the classic Walker tree layout algo-
rithm [14]. The root of the tree is drawn at the top, its
children are placed in a row beneath it, and so forth.
See Figure 6.
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Figure 5. The Architecture of HVS.

• Dendrogram Browser: The Dendrogram Browser is
similar to the Walker browser, but using horizontal and
vertical edges, like in a dendrogram. See Figure 7.

• Information Pyramids: The information pyramids
browser [1] is the most fully-featured browser in HVS.
In information pyramids, the root directory forms the
bottommost plateau. Its subdirectories are placed as
plateaus upon it. Any documents (files) at each level
are arranged as blocks at the front of the plateau. The
thumbnails garnered by HVS are displayed on the up-
per surface of each document block.

Free zooming with the mouse wheel is supported, al-
lowing users to zoom to a particular part of the hier-
archy, determined by the position of the mouse cursor.
A change of focus causes the new focus object(s) to be
brought to the centre of the display.

• Treemap Browser: Both squarified and slice and
dice treemaps [12] are supported in the HVS treemap
browser. Treemaps are laid out by recursively subdi-
viding rectangles according to the size of their chil-
dren. See Figure 8.

• Hyperbolic Browser: A home-grown version of the
hyperbolic browser [10] was written from scratch. The
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Figure 6. HVS: The InfoLens browser (top
left), magic eye browser (top right), and
Walker tree browser (bottom).

tree is laid out in hyperbolic space and then mapped to
the unit disc for display. See Figure 9.

• Magic Eye View: In the magic eye view [3, 9], a clas-
sic Walker layout is projected onto the surface of a
hemisphere for display. See Figure 6.

• InfoLens: The HVS InfoLens is a new visualisation.
A pear-shaped magnifying lens is fixed in the centre
right of the display and a Walker tree layout can be
dragged over it to magnify a certain area of interest.
See Figure 6.

• Sunburst: The Sunburst browser is our own imple-
mentation of Sunburst [13]. See Figure 7.

• Cone Tree: A prototype implementation of the cone
tree [11] technique has been written for HVS in Java
and OpenGL. In the vertical cone tree layout, children
are recursively placed around the base of a cone ema-
nating from their parent. In the alternative horizontal
cam tree, layout proceeds from left to right. The HVS
cone tree browser can be seen in Figure 10.

5. Extending HVS

Extending HVS with a new hierarchy browser is fairly
straightforward, owing to the plugin architecture of HVS.
Assuming a new tree view visualisation is to be imple-
mented for HVS, the first step is to create a new subdirec-
tory in the plugin directory of HVS. In this newly created
directory a plugin configuration file (XML) is created, as
shown in Listing 1.

Figure 7. HVS: The TreeView+ (top left), Sun-
burst browser (top right), and Dendrogram
browser (bottom).

Figure 8. The HVS Treemap Browser.

The new TreeView class must then extend class
Visualization and implement the ExpansionListener inter-
face, as shown in Listing 2.

To achieve full synchronisation with other views, the
new TreeView has both to listen to HVS events and to send
events to HVS on the following user interactions:

• The user changes the current selection in the new tree
view.

• A node is expanded or collapsed.

• The user scrolls in the tree.

To send these events, class Visualization provides the meth-
ods shown in Listing 3. After the TreeView has been com-
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Figure 9. The HVS Hyperbolic Browser.

Figure 10. The HVS cone tree browser.

piled, its compiled class files are placed into the correct plu-
gin subdirectory.

6. Hierarchical Visualisation Testing Environ-
ment (HVTE)

The Hierarchical Visualisation Testing Environment
(HVTE) is a semi-automated testing environment built on
top of HVS. HVTE uses the browser infrastructure of HVS
and an SQL database to store and retrieve test cases. HVTE
systematically presents one or more HVS browsers in se-
quence, each with a particular hierarchy and a particular
user task, according to the test case randomly assigned to
each user. HVTE then automatically logs answers entered
by the user and task completion times. HVTE and the re-
sults of the first comparative study are described in the com-

<?xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
<p l u g i n>

<r u n t i m e>
<p a t h name=” c l a s s e s / ” />
<e x t e n s i o n p o i n t =” i i cm . hvs .

v i s u a l i z a t i o n . V i s u a l i z a t i o n ”
name=”New Tree View”
c l a s s =” i i cm . hvs . v i s u a l i z a t i o n .

j t r e e . TreeView ”
/>

< / r u n t i m e>
< / p l u g i n>

Listing 1. HVS plugin configuration file.

panion paper [2].

7. Related Work

The Information Visualization CyberInfrastructure
(IVC) from Indiana University [4] is a fairly loose Java
framework for information visualisation. IVC provides
an XML-based interchange format, so that different vi-
sualisations can register and then interact with the same
dataset. Treemaps, radial trees, and a hyperbolic browser
have been implemented for hierarchies, but IVC does not
focus specifically on hierarchical information.

The InfoVis Toolkit (IVTK) [5] is an excellent general
Java toolkit for information visualisation. It uses an effi-
cient table-based internal data representation. IVTK is more
general than HVS, supporting graph and tabular structures.
Treemaps and radial trees are available for hierarchical in-
formation, but IVTK is not optimised specifically for hier-
archies.

prefuse [7] is an extremely flexible Java framework for
information visualisation based on a visualisation pipeline.
It uses an underlying graph model for its internal data rep-
resentation. Developers build an interactive visualisation
by chaining together components. Hierarchy browsers im-
plemented in prefuse include radial, treemap, hyperbolic,
and degree-of-interest trees. Again, prefuse is not focussed
specifically on hierarchical information.

8. Concluding Remarks

This paper presented the Hierarchical Visualisation Sys-
tem (HVS), a framework for the visualisation of hierarchi-
cal structures. HVS is intended as a reference collection for
hierarchical visualisation techniques, as a testbed for new
hierarchical visualisation techniques, and as an environment
for running comparative studies of hierarchy browsers.
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public class TreeView extends
Visualization

implements ExpansionListener
{
private JTree tree_ ;
public TreeView (DataModel dataModel ,

Controller controller ,
SearchResult searchResult ,

PopUpHandler
popUpHandler ,

JFrame frame )
{
super (dataModel ,controller ,

searchResult ,popUpHandler ,frame ) ;
. . . .
tree_ = new HvsJTree (treeModel )
add (new JScrollPane (tree_ ) ;

. . . .
}

}

Listing 2. Implementing a new TreeView
browser in HVS.

In the future, it is planned to implement further hierar-
chy browsers, including information slices, a radial node-
link layout, a botanic visualisation, and a recursive voronoi
browser. HVS will allow many different techniques to be
tried out and evaluated, both individually and as combina-
tions of synchronised browsers.
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